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God’s Chosen as many use the term today, should logically be Israelites of the 12 Tribes who were the group that accepted Christ & who have been teaching his Kingdom message since he was taken up to Heaven 2000 years ago. These ‘Chosen’ Israelites then, I will call ‘Christian Israel’ & I will show the logic that they first accepted Christ at Mt Sinai. The Israelites who rejected Christ 2000 years ago & still don’t accept Christ as their Messiah, I’ll call ‘Jewish Israel’. And I’ll make the point that it was Christ at Sinai.

If any of these Jewish Israel people today ARE racial Israelites as they claim, then they are the posterity of those Israelites who rejected Christ back at Mt Sinai & caused all of Israel to be banished to the desert in Arabia for 40 years. From those 2 groups, which group of Israelites would you call God’s Chosen; the group that worship Him or the group that reject Him as their Messiah? From my perspective, there’s 2 primary points to be made about the modern day ‘Christian Israel’ people vs the ‘Jewish Israel’ people, & here’s how I would prove my points. This teaching is the focus of my angloisrael.com website!

Right at Matthew 1:1 the Bible starts out: ‘Christ the Son of David’, & it’s (Christ) ‘the Son of Abraham’. The first point to make is that it’s not trying to state in this verse that Christ is the Son of David & DAVID is the son of (A). Every Pastor has taught ‘Christ the Son of David’ from Psalms, so every Christian will know that teaching. But no Pastor that I’ve heard so far teaches Christ the Son of Abraham properly as Christ taught it, because they simply don’t know how to clearly connect Christ back to Genesis through prophecy. This is a big problem today, because I’ve seen ‘Jewish Israel’ claim that Christ is not mentioned in the Torah – i.e. the ‘Books of Moses’, & therefore he can’t be the ‘JEWISH’ Messiah.

(Look at the words write, writing, written, book(s), etc in Exo 17:14 + 24:7,12 + 32:32;3 + 34:27; Num 5:23 + 21:14; Deut 17:18 + 28:58,61 + 29:20,21,27 + 30:10 + 31:24,26; Jos 1:8 + 8:31,34; Eze 9:2,3 etc, including quotes & CR’s back to the Torah about these ‘written books’ Moses wrote, & view a YT Channel - the Writing of God by Dr, Miles Jones, Phd + an interview he did on this subject)

I didn’t discover the connection & the logic to prove up the statement ‘Christ the Son of Abraham’ until I put together an extensive study on the ‘Christ the Rock’ statement from 1Cor 10:4. I was going through the NT compiling all of the quotes & CR’s because I was trying to put together a comprehensive study of the prophetic connections from the OT to the NT. I discovered there were a total of 300 quotes in the NT, quoting verses from the OT, & approx 2000 unique CR’s. After studying the context of each quote, & what points the Apostles were trying to make by quoting these specific verses from the OT, I realized that these quotes had to be verses that were taught to them by Christ as He stated in Luke 24:44.

He made this statement in Luke after He had risen from the dead & started teaching about His ‘second coming’ or return 2000 years later. He states in Chapter 24 that He taught the Apostles & Disciples everything about Himself from the ‘BOOKS’ of Moses (the Torah), the Prophets & Psalms. All 300 of these quotes he taught from MPP are prophecy, or statements of fact. If Christ states a prophecy, it WILL happen. And THERE ARE NO PROPHECYPES in the OT about non-Israelites accepting Yahweh or the
Messiah at anytime in the future. ALL of those quotes relate to the 12 Tribes being rejoined to Christ in the future according to multiple OT prophecies stating that thought. All of the prophecy about the first & second coming of Christ are in the OT. I have the most important ones listed on my charts.

I’d also say, that this is where He started teaching them more about His second coming (2C), rather than the things they would expect to see happen during His life & death. Because He had just rose from the dead at this point in Luke C24, & for sure his students are taking notes now! He spends 40 days with them it says, & taught them the proper context of these OT prophecies about the 2C. So they would have had an urgent desire to preserve these writings & see that they were passed on to their Kindred. That’s the ‘Kindred’ Israelites we see in Matt 10:5, Heb 8:8, James 1:1, & many other quotes as you see in my ‘NT in Context’ & ‘OT in Context’ pdf study charts plus my other free charts on my website.

So I’ve compiled all 300 quotes on 2 PDF chart’s that you can download off my website & I’ve taught an extensive 55 video series explaining the proper context of these prophecies which you can download off my YT channel. And I also freely offer all of my videos & other material on a USB Thumb drive which is the best way to obtain it. These videos show you that the whole NT then, is an explanation of OT scripture & Prophecy, not an entirely new set of Prophecies about a new group of people. The 300 quotes ARE the things Christ taught & Christian Israel has existed since Mt Sinai! Let’s continue to prove up that thought.

We can see this concept of Christ the Rock in 1Cor is also a prophecy from the OT & it starts in Genesis. The basic meaning is really the promise to (A) in Gen C12, but Pastors are teaching contrary to that idea when they teach their doctrines. The comment about ‘Christ the Son of Abraham’ from Matt 1:1 CR’s to Gal 3:16. Paul states the promise of Christ as a Redeemer to (A) came first, & then the law came 430 years later. He’s referencing the ‘promise’ in Gen 15:13 to (A) about his future Posterity being in bondage in Egypt & their eventual escape to their sanctuary at Mt. Sinai as we know from Exodus. If you look up the word “promise” in Strong’s, the first use is in Numbers 14:34, & that verse refers back to this ‘Prophecy’ then, in Gen 15:13.

Reading this section of Num 14:34…, all of the Israelites who just went up for 40 days to spy out the land they were to inherit from this prophecy…, in Numbers 14:22 ‘Ya-Ho-Wa’ or Christ is telling Moses those that brought back a bad report he calls ‘despised’ in 14:31 or those who reported a ‘slander’ in 14:36-37; He says they will be punished for 40 years in the desert of Arabia until they die, but their children will still inherit at that time. That’s the context. A critical note here everyone misses; Moses is being told to turn south down the east side of the Red Sea into the wilderness of Arabia. They had just come from the north. So they came down the west side of Arabia from Mt Sinai to modern Yemen & that explains how they were lost for 40 years!

The reason why your teachers make a mistake here, is because they were lied to about the correct location of Mt Sinai which is actually in Arabia as the Bible states in Exo & Gal. The Bible does not say it’s in the Sinai Peninsula in Egypt as everyone is teaching & there’s no way for a few million people to get lost in such a small area. It’s your ‘top’ scholars that are perpetuating this error, even though there’s
been plenty of video footage shot over the last 30 years from Mt Sinai in Arabia to expose that error. Video evidence to refute their theories has been available even on YT since at least 2000’.

Also you should notice... Ya-Ho-Wa confirms in v30 where the land was located that they were prophesied to inherit. In Gen 15:18-21 you also get a description of the land they were to inherit. You should realize that this is a much bigger area than the modern borders of the ‘State of Israel’ today. I suggest right here that IF YOU ARE A Christian Israelite, you should make it a passion in your life to do your best to learn prophecy & how it’s supposed to apply to you. What people might miss here is that these men died during those 40 years for rejecting a prophecy about them that they failed to embrace. And the prophecy has to be fulfilled regardless, but it COULD HAVE BEEN REALIZED 40 YEARS EARLIER!

All of the Israelites that DID believe the prophecy – which were ‘CHRISTIAN ISRAEL’; they still had to endure the 40 years of punishment apparently, even though they did nothing wrong. I’m sure they would have been happy to go on up to Palestine & move in to their ‘Promised Land’! And they did that anyway, only they moved in to that land 40 years later than they had to. Plus all of this came AFTER all these people had witnessed most of the miracles mentioned in the Bible as it says in v22! That seems impossible they could reject Yahweh after everything they just witnessed. But here’s something else that’s easy to miss; when you get to the book of Joshua he mentions that the promise to have children like the stars of the sky was fulfilled even during those 40 years! How would you like to birth 10’s or 100’s of thousands of children out in the desert of Arabia under those circumstances!

So my motivation for everything I teach is based on this first major punishment of the Children of Israel. I don’t want Christian Israel to mess up the ending of the Covenant in Revelation & miss what he told us to do after he came the first time! And Revelation repeats this idea 13 times in various words, but very specifically in Rev 12:17 & 14:12 - to FGL & teach the message of Christ. And I can prove in my previous videos he’s speaking to the 12 Kindred Tribes in Rev. That’s the Kingdom message He taught to Christian Israel during the 1C.

There’s only one group of modern day Christian Israelites defined in Bible Prophecy who believe in Christ & Follow God’s Law (FGL). It’s NOT Jewish Israel, Zionist Israel, or any of those you’re taught in Church. They are Kindred members of the 12 Tribes who believed in Ya-Ho-Wa aka Christ at Sinai & followed his law as (A) did in Gen 26:5. These Israelites taught their children about Christ & still teach about Christ today & His prophecies best they can, & they still FGL. So (A) FGL as well, but it was simply written in stone by the finger of Yahweh after the Exodus. Then by Moses in a book & all 12 Tribes made an oath to follow these things at Sinai. Some percentage did follow it & continue to do so. Those are the real God’s Chosen.

To be clear, by ‘Israelites’, I use the term ‘12 Kindred Tribes’ (12KT), because this terminology of the Israel people being the 12 Sons of Jacob as ‘Kindred Tribes’ then, starts in Genesis & continues through the Bible to the end of Revelation. The Bible is written solely to this one group of people as defining a Promise or Covenant made specifically to them. This promise was passed down to the Sons of Jacob from Abraham (A) starting in Gen 12:1-3, & these verses about the Covenant are quoted multiple times in the New Testament (NT).
If you want to teach this today then, where’s the best place to start? To confound Pastors & teachers, I’ve decided to start in Matt 1:1 & show them proof that (A) spoke to Christ as Ya-Ho-Wa. I mentioned Gal 3:16 is the CR from Matt 1:1 about ‘Christ the Son of Abraham’. Heb 2:16 is also a CR. Speaking about Christ it says, “He took on him the seed of (A)”. I’d start reading at Gal 3:6, but in v16-18 it says the covenant to (A) was Christ his seed, & then the law came 430 years later. V19 says the law was added “till the seed should come” speaking of the (1C) of Christ.

So I would need to prove the point that Christ was promised as a Redeemer to (A) & his posterity, & then the law was promised as a ‘schoolmaster to bring us to Christ’ at a later date as it states. The CR about the law coming 430 years later is Gen 15:13, but in your CR Bible it may CR to Exo 12:40 which then CR’s to Gen 15:13. The point is, Gen 15:13 is a prophecy that was fulfilled as we all know. But if Christ was prophesied to (A) before that promise as Paul stated, then the prophecy to (A) about Christ would have to be mentioned in Gen before v15:13! And it is, but everyone completely misses it because the CR’s go to the wrong verses!

The person talking in 15:13 & who is giving this Prophecy to (A) is Christ, & here’s how you make that point. We know about the controversy concerning Melchisedek in C14 & its connection to Heb C7, where Melchisedek is defined as the ‘King of Righteousness’ & ‘King of Peace’. Also that he has ‘no beginning or ending of days’. Christ is the King of Righteousness & King of Peace later on in scripture & you can’t apply these 2 titles to a human can you?

OK, but who is giving this Prophecy to (A) in Gen 15:1 - “I will be your Shield & exceeding great reward”? If by ‘exceeding great reward’ it means Redemption for (A) & his Posterity; then that’s Christ speaking, not the Father. It can’t be a mere man speaking either. That would be an outrage for a man to claim he would shield (A) from harm during his lifetime, or be his reward! And when did it change from Melchisedek talking to someone else? It didn’t. It’s Melchisedek the King of Righteousness, King of Peace as Ya-Ho-Wa - aka Christ speaking. The best proof is in this word ‘Shield’. If you look this up in Strong’s & follow up on all the uses of the word ‘Shield’, you’ll find that it applies to Christ or the Son of God. I made a chart called “The Rock was Christ” to help you study this thought with the video on my YT Channel titled: "Revelation Summary Video Series Part3, Jacob’s Pillar Stone_Rock Was Christ”.

My later videos all refer back to the foundational material presented in this ‘The Rock was Christ’ study which took me years of research connecting CR’s from the NT to the OT. Had Pastors simply done the same research into the ‘Rock which was Christ’ in 1Cor 10:4 as I did, they would of discovered the same connection to Gen 15:1 as I point to here. The real result of their failure to prove up Paul’s statement that Christ was promised to (A), was that they actually teach contrary to Paul! They teach that the first covenant was the Law in the OT & the second covenant was Christ in the NT. But that’s contrary to Christ’s own claims where he debated with the Jews & said ‘If you believed Moses you would believe me, because Moses wrote about me’. The CR goes to Deut 18:15 & it’s used as a CR in the NT many times. But the entity Moses is speaking about is called Yahweh (Ya-Ho-Wa) in Exodus & Jehovah as far back as Genesis!
He’s the Shield, the Rock or Stone, & the Sceptre of Judah, King of Righteousness, King of Peace, Redeemer, etc, all just in Genesis. You can’t miss the connections of the Stone / Rock, Scepter, King or Horn of Salvation, etc, to Christ in 2Sam 22:2,3+ & the connecting passages in Psa C18. Could a Pastor really miss this? For many years I thought it was just too far fetched that a Pastor could spend most of their life teaching scripture & never realize these fundamental connections from the OT to the NT that we can all see was first taught in the books of Moses starting in Genesis!

But when I do get to talk shop with a Pastor, I find that they don’t know this connection of Christ as the Shield in Gen 15:1 & usually don’t notice the Stone in Gen 49:24 being promised to Joseph through Ephraim & Manasseh. That’s a Prophecy also mentioned in Revelation they probably don’t teach, but they’re pretty much always aware of the Sceptre in Gen 49:10, since that is your most used CR in the NT. At this point you need to make a decision.

Do you take the Red pill & start learning what the Bible really teaches about Christian Israel & those Israelites who believed on Christ when he came. Do we admit that the REAL Chosen of Israel are the Israelites who accepted His message & His law at Mt Sinai. They have continued since then to teach it & pass it on. Or do you take the Blue pill & continue thinking the Bible is a story of the failure of a ‘Chosen’ family of Israelite people who then rejected Christ & are today just called Jews.

Either there was a group of Israelites who knew about the Father & Son from (A) on at the very least, & they passed that knowledge on from generation to generation; or it was a surprise to most of Israel when Christ came as we read in the book of Matthew. We read in the NT that there were so many 1000’s of Israelites in Jerusalem that eventually believed in Christ, that the Jewish leadership were worried that they were all going to follow him & no one was going to come back to the Synagogue. They would all be out of a job! But weren’t THEY supposed to be teaching about this Messiah?

And we can see that they were waiting on this ‘Prophet’ from Deut 18:15 or the ‘Messiah’ from Psalms in the first chapter of John for example. There are many quotes & CR’s about these 2 terms..., 100’s actually! So how is it that the most intelligent educated & respected teachers whose WHOLE career was based on learning everything they could about the Son of God & teaching their Kindred about him; & they couldn’t recognize him when they finally got to speak with him in person? They thought He was the one who was misleading everyone & conspired multiple times to kill him.

If our Priests were that far off 2000 years ago, what makes us think they’re so much better today? They were waiting on the Messiah then. They’re still waiting. They spoke to him face to face & that didn’t help & aren’t these the same people in Revelation who make war against Christ & His ‘REAL’ Chosen? So much of a war that if Christ didn’t come back & stop it, ‘all flesh would be destroyed’ in Matt 24:22? Then aren’t the REAL Chosen these Christian Israelites who ‘Inherit the Kingdom prepared for them from the foundation of the world’ in Matt 25:34 called the ‘Elect’ in all these NT verses?

But Jewish Israel is supposed to be God’s Chosen just because they claim a racial connection to the Chosen family? While a bunch of White Anglo-Saxons (WAS) who came from who knows where, pick up the ball, believe & teach the message of Christ as if it applies to them, & continue on for 2000 years to score the touchdown? There’s no history of Jewish Israel compiling, printing, & distributing Bibles in
1000’s of different languages. While there is a history of (WAS) going throughout the world as Christian Missionaries & teaching as many as they can about Christ while they’re handing out those Bibles that other (WAS) paid for. They did that even during extreme opposition, hardship & sometimes they gave up their lives to tell the Kingdom message to the world. If (WAS) were not Christian Israelites, why would they care so much about Christ to display this level of commitment to Him? Taking what they think is an accurate & important message to others less fortunate than themselves so they’ll also have a chance at Salvation.

Unless possibly, the (WAS) ARE mentioned in the book somewhere. They claim the covenant of (A) now applies to them or anyone else who wants to join. And this brings us to Part 2. I said that the NT was an explanation of the OT by Christ Himself as He states in Luke 24:44 & in those 300 quotes which were things Christ taught & reiterated by His followers. Christ clearly taught the covenant. It was Pastors that change the meaning of what is taught in scripture, by not showing you the context of the 300 quotes used & not showing you how everything in the NT CR’s back to the OT. Even if they do some of that, they still teach it all in a new context of being spoken to some non-Israelite called a Gentile. Part 2 is a one hour extreme summary of the 10 videos on my YT channel where I’ve gone over all 98 uses of the word Gentile(s) in the NT – Gentiles are Israelites, Lost Sheep of the House of Israel, House of Judah, etc

As we progress, I’m going to be speaking more about Mt Sinai & its significance today. This was called the mountain of God, but the term is Har Yahweh. Yahweh is Christ so it’s the Mountain of Christ & it was a sanctuary for the people of Israel. What makes anyone think that this status has changed? I can’t cover the material in these videos on the YT Channels linked below. But if you weren’t aware of it before now, there is a huge city being built around Mt Sinai right now called NEOM. These videos will bring you up to date about what’s going on & I’ll be referring back to this because I think it’s relevant to prophecy that I think we’re all going to be witness to soon. YT Channels:

The Writing of God by Dr, Miles Jones, Phd

http://writingofgod.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCNJ-exGvVSwsp1glxhA2Bg/videos
https://www.youtube.com/user/JonesGeniuses/videos

Drone Journey to Mount Sinai in Saudi Arabia - Ron Wyatt

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=el34BVEXhJc
https://www.ronwyatt.com/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC0YSrkQExLWydEhtoOTAZaQ/videos

*******************************************************************************
Split Rock Research Foundation - Jim and Penny Caldwell

http://splitrockresearch.org/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCntEjrc3gFFF4tBlf0SNNWg/playlists

DT Research Foundation - Ryan Mauro

https://sinaiinarabia.com/

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC_RQD1QYh_WAtYOy35e-Z0A/videos

Discovered Sinai - Andrew Jones

http://www.discoveredsinai.com/

https://www.youtube.com/user/amarkj/videos

Patterns of Evidence - Tim Mahoney

https://patternsofevidence.com

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2I1I5DTlqS_c8J2yoTcjVA/videos

Michael Rood

https://aroodawakening.tv/

https://www.youtube.com/user/aroodawakening/videos

David Ewing, D.Min.
david@angloisrael.com
417.598.2845 Cell

http://angloisrael.com/

https://www.youtube.com/user/rev9video/videos

https://www.youtube.com/user/rev9video/playlists